
Vegetation Ecologist & Environmental Educator 

Silverberry Pro Ltd is currently seeking an Intermediate Vegetation Ecologist with a 

combined background in Vegetation Ecology and Environmental Education to join our 

fast-paced technical training team. Silverberry is a specialty vegetation ecology firm, 

with a unique market niche that focuses on training programs, native plant 

revegetation planning and operations, scientific vegetation research programs and 

wetland assessments in Western Canada. What sets Silverberry apart is our strong 

relationships with Indigenous communities. We create custom training programs to 

support community driven initiatives in vegetation and wetlands management. We 

employ highly experienced and competent vegetation ecologists, wetland specialists, 

reclamation specialists and GIS experts to deliver top quality vegetation assessment, 

revegetation planning and restoration services to our clients. 

Silverberry has a unique ability to act as a bridge and facilitator, building alignment 

between different groups of people using plants as our tool to do this. We believe that 

accomplishing this goal requires the integrative actions of First Nations, industry, 

government, non-government organizations and academic institutions. 

Silverberry has offices in Calgary and Fort St. John, however, the Vegetation Ecologist 

position could potentially work remotely from anywhere in BC/Alberta. 

Reporting to the CEO, the Vegetation Ecologist is responsible for the execution of 

vegetation, reclamation and wetland planning and field programs. The Vegetation 

Ecologist will also be involved with Silverberry’s training programs, working with 

Indigenous communities developing and delivering vegetation, wetlands and 

reclamation related curriculum with a focus on games-based learning. 

Responsibilities include: 

· Working in the field or in Indigenous communities in remote locations for extended 

periods of time 

· Efficiently planning and effectively implementing vegetation, wetland and 

reclamation field studies 

· Ecological land classification 

· Wetland assessments 

· Satellite imagery interpretation and aerial photograph interpretation 

· Proposal and report preparation 

· Development of training curriculum 

· Delivery of Silverberry training courses 

· Adherence to Silverberry safety policy and procedure 



Silverberry is looking for an experienced, educated, and professionally designated 

individual to fill this role. You must be a team player who consistently delivers in a 

complex, changing workplace. You must be detail-oriented and love working outdoors. 

You must have a passion for plants and the land, with a desire to share your knowledge 

through Silverberry’s training initiatives. You must be a team player and achieve results 

consistent with Silverberry’s mission in Western Canada. 

Benefits: 

 Extended health care 

 Vision care 

 Vacation & paid time off 

 Dental care 

 

All interested and qualified candidates are encouraged to email their resume 

and cover letter to maddy@silverberry.pro, referencing “Vegetation Ecologist & 

Educator”, in the subject line. We thank all candidates for their interest, 

however, only those selected for an interview will be contacted.  

To learn more about Silverberry, please visit us at www.silverberry.pro  

mailto:maddy@silverberry.pro
http://www.silverberry.pro/

